History of Medical Mandatory Reporting for Domestic and Sexual Violence in California

California law currently mandates that health professionals treating patients with physical injuries known or suspected to have been a result of “assaultive or abusive conduct”, including domestic violence, must make a report to law enforcement.¹ This law was passed in 1994 by then-Assemblymember Jaqueline Speier, during a time when domestic violence was first starting to be recognized as a public health issue and that health providers could play a role in addressing it.² The law was also prompted by a letter from perinatal nurses in California, who expressed an interest in being able to help prevent domestic violence as health care professionals.³

Arguments in favor of medical mandated reporting for adult domestic and sexual violence (DSV) survivors have highlighted that it could lead to an increase in domestic violence training requirements for health professionals, help identify and treat survivors, provide accountability for the person using harm, increase patients’ safety through law enforcement intervention, and provide an opportunity for patient education about domestic violence.⁴ Law enforcement professionals have also argued in favor of medical mandatory reporting for adult survivors of DSV, stating that it has helped identify people using harm and increased prosecutions.⁵ Soon after the California law was passed however, there were efforts to amend the law from experts working in the domestic violence field and a number of professional health organizations, who argued that the mandatory reporting law was putting survivors in more danger, decreased patient autonomy by bringing in law enforcement without patients’ consent, and was also
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resulting in health providers being more reluctant to address domestic violence with their patients.⁶

While reporting to law enforcement for certain injuries such as gunshot and knife wounds is common in most states (which may also include injuries resulting from domestic violence)⁷, California is one of only three states that currently mandates a law enforcement report for any wound or physical injury believed or known to be a result explicitly of domestic and sexual violence without the request of or consent from the patient.⁸ Around the time that the California law was enacted, several other states mandated reporting for domestic violence-related injuries: Colorado, Kentucky, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island.⁹ Since then, all four states have amended their laws to provide a more survivor-centered response to addressing intimate partner violence in health settings.

Impact of Medical Mandatory Reporting on Survivors

The law that requires health professionals in California to file reports to law enforcement when treating patients for a domestic violence-related injury, though well-intentioned, may discourage survivors from seeking health care, discourage providers from addressing domestic and sexual violence with patients for fear of having to report them against their will, impair trust between patients and their healthcare providers, and may actually increase danger for those experiencing domestic violence. Efforts to limit medical mandated reporting in no way limit a health provider’s ability to report to law enforcement at the request of their patient or if they fear for their patient’s life.

A barrier to healthcare seeking

Experiencing domestic and sexual violence is correlated with increased risk of both serious injury from physical assault and sexual violence as well as long-term chronic health conditions resulting from trauma and sustained toxic stress, such as hypertension, diabetes, substance
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use disorder, and cancer, underscoring how important it is for survivors to receive immediate and ongoing healthcare.\textsuperscript{10,11,12}

Yet, data show that fear of mandatory reporting to law enforcement kept domestic violence survivors from seeking healthcare and sharing information with their healthcare providers.\textsuperscript{13,14} In a study of two California emergency departments, patients reported that fear of law enforcement kept victims of domestic violence from seeking healthcare.\textsuperscript{15} In focus groups with survivors of domestic and sexual violence, survivors were overwhelming against this practice: “It’s a life-and-death situation if going to the hospital. If asked how injured, I lied. Because of consequences if you tell the truth.”\textsuperscript{16}

\textbf{Antithetical to ethical healthcare best practice}

The American Medical Association opposes mandatory reporting of adult intimate partner violence in healthcare settings because “\textit{such laws violate basic tenets of medical ethics.}”\textsuperscript{17} Healthcare providers aim to establish trusting relationships with their patients in order to promote open communication.\textsuperscript{18} Mandatory reporting laws go against this by requiring law enforcement involvement despite what the patient and provider believe is best for the patient. Patients who experience non-consensual systems involvement through mandatory reporting of domestic and sexual violence in healthcare settings may be less likely to trust healthcare providers and systems in the future.\textsuperscript{19} Furthermore, mandatory reporting laws for adult domestic and sexual violence force healthcare providers to focus attention on their own \textit{compliance and liability}, rather than on providing survivor-centered support and healthcare, which may explain why 59\% of emergency department-based providers in California reported that they may not comply with the law if their patient did not want them to make a report.\textsuperscript{20}
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Decreasing safety through non-consensual systems involvement

Likewise, these laws violate domestic violence survivor empowerment models that promote safety through self-determination for people who have had their choice and power taken away by abusive partners. According to one study of IPV survivors who called the National Domestic Violence Hotline, 50% who had experienced non-consensual law enforcement involvement through mandatory reporting stated that it made their situations much worse.  
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The majority of domestic violence survivors choose not to engage police for many reasons, but even among survivors who had willingly engaged the police, 80% reported that it did not improve their safety, or made it worse. Especially in California, where officers are required to make an arrest if they find that a domestic violence crime has occurred, survivors are at increased danger of being arrested themselves, experiencing retaliation from an abusive partner, and loss of support (childcare, income, transportation, housing, etc.) that was provided by an abusive partner. There is no data that mandated reporting of domestic violence to law enforcement increases safety for survivors.

Current California law presumes that reporting to the police produces safety and accountability, and it’s important to recognize that mandated police involvement may not feel or be safe for survivors of color or immigrants who lack secure immigration status: with one finding that "white women's racial and gender privilege often allowed the m to avoid police violence, while Black and Native women faced the dual burdens of crime and criminalization," including when
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seeking help from the police. A 2014 study found that victims of domestic violence were 64% more likely to die if their partner was arrested for domestic violence, compared to those who only received a warning. For Black survivors, arrests increased mortality by 98%. This finding led many states to change their mandatory arrest laws for domestic violence.

Survivor centered responses require providing multiple pathways to safety, whether through health, advocacy, or legal responses. This is important because studies have found that criminal domestic violence interventions fail to deter abuse perpetrators from further victimization and actually increase domestic violence homicides. One study found that mandatory arrest policies for domestic violence led to the perverse effect of increasing intimate partner homicides because of the abuser’s likelihood of seeking retribution. Another finding states that prosecution has no effect on the probability of the batterer’s re-arrest during a six-month period, and identifying that the victim’s ability to exercise control over the decision to prosecute has been shown to correlate with the reduced risk for subsequent abuse.

**Weakening criminal and immigration cases**

For survivors who could be interested in pursuing criminal legal options, talking to law enforcement before they are physically and emotionally ready could negatively impact their case. For example, survivors who are seeking emergency medical care for strangulation or brain injury may not have the capacity to provide accurate information to law enforcement immediately after the injury. Domestic violence advocates are specifically trained in supporting survivors on how to report to law enforcement and access the legal systems and can assist with this process in a timely way. Furthermore, law enforcement resources may be unnecessarily spread thin by requiring them to follow up on instances of mandatory reporting where survivors do not want to access criminal legal options.
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Conclusion

There is compelling evidence demonstrating that mandated medical reporting for adult survivors of domestic violence can have harmful impacts on survivors, including: being a barrier to healthcare seeking, decreasing safety through non-consensual systems involvement, eroding trust between healthcare providers and survivors, and more. Fortunately, when survivors are able to have open transparent conversations with their healthcare provider about the abuse, they are 4x more likely to follow through on a safety intervention, such as domestic violence advocacy. California should follow in other states’ paths to require that instead of mandated reporting to law enforcement, there is mandated supporting from domestic and sexual violence advocates.
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